Effects of Action on Visual Search
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• Action affects perception: preparing specific
and
2
individuals’ ability to interact with the environment affect
perception
• Simple actions affect subsequent perception: when an object
is acted on – but not when it is viewed – the object’s features
3
receive priority in visual search = the action effect

Methods

1
actions

Action = press
space bar

Find sole tilted
line and
indicate its tilt

Experiment 1
Will the action
effect occur
when action
has no
consequence?

**

**

YES
*interaction; *validity effect following action; *validity effect following viewing

Experiment 2

First you’ll see a shape
appear on the screen.
Press the space bar as fast
as possible as soon as the
shape appears EXCEPT if
the shape has an X in it.

Will the action effect
occur when
participants need not
process any attributes
of the action object?

**

YES
Experiment 3

Summary
•Action effect still occurs when:

-Action has no consequence
-No need to process any aspect of object

•Action effect is not due to goal updating
•Cancelling actions may affect perception?
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In general people default to
not act, therefore in prior
research action trials required
”4.
“goal updating Will the
action effect occur when
acting is not confounded with
goal updating?

YES

***

